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FROM THE FOUNDERS
Welcome to the Ultra X World Championships: the greatest ultra running show on earth and the pinnacle of multi-stage ultramarathon racing.

 
We believe that trail running is the best sport on the planet, and we want it to be recognised as such. 

We started Ultra X with the aim of; 

1) Creating a global community of like-minded individuals who love pushing themselves and love adventure.
2) Launching the largest series of multi-stage ultras on the planet, in a wide variety of terrains. 

3) Making these experiences more accessible and affordable.
4) Recognising and rewarding YOU, the phenomenal athletes that do these events. 

For one week of the year, the world’s best professional ultra runners and age group athletes who have qualified at other Ultra X events will race it out 
over 220km and five days to be crowned the multi-day ultramarathon King or Queen.

The host nation, Slovenia, and the regions the route passes through, Vipava and Soča Valley, offer stunning yet largely untouched terrain and incredibly 
diverse landscapes. Runners will experience rocky mountains, luscious green vineyards, single-track mountain ridges, and everything in between, whilst 

finishing each stage in a town where they will be able to appreciate the warmth and support of the local community.
 

Beyond the geography, Slovenia’s accessibility is outstanding, with two airports accepting direct flights from most international hubs. 

When we heard that Slovenia was one the world’s most sustainable countries, we couldn’t say no. 

We very much look forward to welcoming you to the Ultra X World Championships.

Jamie and Sam



RACE OVERVIEW
The Ultra X World Championships is a multi-stage ultra marathon that 
takes place over five days in the Vipava and Soča Valleys of Slovenia.

Nestled between the towering Julian Alps to the north and the Adriatic 
coast to the south, Vipava Valley is located in western Slovenia, just a 
few miles from the border of northern Italy. The steep slopes and high 
plateaus of the hills surrounding Ajdovščina (Race Village 1) provide 

stunning views over the bucolic winelands for which the area is famous.

The course takes competitors from the vine-laden landscapes of Vipava 
Valley north, to Soča Valley, named after the emerald green River Soča, 

considered one of the most beautiful rivers in Europe. From Tolmin (Race 
Village 2), the route explores the rocky mountain trails of Soča Valley and 
the summits of the southern Julian Alps, situated within Slovenia’s largest 

protected area, Triglav National Park.

The course covers a total distance of 226km (140 miles). Each day from 
Monday to Friday involves one stage, which will commence between 

07:00 and 08:00 and range between 30km and 65km.

This is not a self-supported race. Competitors only need to carry their 
daily provisions of mandatory safety equipment, nutrition, and hydration, 
as race holdalls are transported between race villages by the organisers. 

There are checkpoints stationed approximately 10km apart where 
competitors can access water, shelter, and, if necessary, medical support.

Each night, competitors will camp in the Race Villages (Ajdovščina and 
Tolmin), where they can enjoy osteopathy/physiotherapy treatment, 
medical care, and hot water. After the final stage on Friday, the prize 
giving and awards ceremony will take place and the finish parties and 

celebrations will begin.

The Ultra X World Championships is a UTMB® World Series Indexed 
Race in the 100K category.
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MEDAL RIBBONS

Black Ribbon
Top 10%

All finishers will receive a race medal. Different medal ribbons will be awarded based upon the finishing percentiles outlined 
below. Those that do not want a medal will be able to opt-out at race registration.

As part of our Sustainability Policy, the Green Ribbon will be awarded to the competitor that displays the highest commitment 
to reducing their environmental impact both in preparation for and during the race (as determined by the organisers).

White Ribbon
10-50%

Blue Ribbon
Over 50%

Green Ribbon
Environmental award
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https://ultra-x.co/our-sustainability-policy/


KEY  
INFORMATION

For the full race rules and regulations, see our  
Terms & Conditions.

Arrivals:
We advise participants arrive into either Ljubljana Jože 
Pučnik Airport or Trieste Airport on or before Saturday 
1st June. Participants are responsible for transferring 

themselves to their accommodation. 

Race hotel:
Competitors are free to arrange their own accommodation 
before and after the event. We will be in touch with those 

that have registered with our recommended hotels.

Race briefing and kit checks:
Race welcome, safety briefings, and mandatory kit 

checks will take place at 09:00 on Sunday 2nd June. All 
participants must attend the briefing and are responsible 

for getting themselves there on time.
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MAP OF SLOVENIA
KEY RACE LANDMARKS

TRIESTE
AIRPORT
(ITALY)

TOLMIN
FINISH LINE
RACE VILLAGE 2

AJDOVŠCINA  
START LINE
RACE VILLAGE 1

LJUBLJANA JOŽE 
PUCNIK AIRPORT
(SLOVENIA)

https://www.google.com/maps/place/So%C4%8Da+Outdoor+Festival/@46.1738654,13.7373751,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477af7a37a8a372d:0x213adaae5d9d36be!8m2!3d46.1738617!4d13.7395691
https://www.google.com/maps/place/castle+walls/@45.8886655,13.9047338,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x477b1930490c0553:0x964e771e5dcbcbe8!8m2!3d45.889!4d13.90558
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Saturday 1st June
Competitors arrive in Slovenia and transfer to accommodation. There  
is an option to stay in the official race hotel but this is not mandatory.

Sunday 2nd June
0900-1400: Mandatory Kit checks 

1600: Runner Briefing in the Cultural Hall Adjovscina.
Race welcome and safety briefings.  

Attendance is mandatory for all competitors.
1700: Competitors transfer to campsite.

Race Week
Monday 3rd June - 30km
Tuesday 4th June - 41km

Wednesday 5th June - 61km
Thursday 6th June - 55km
Friday 7th June - 40km

On Wednesday, the Race Village will move from Ajdovščina to Tolmin,
where it will remain for the rest of the week.

The prize giving and awards ceremony will be held on Friday evening and
will be held in Tolmin. Competitors are welcome to stay in the campsite on 

Friday night or travel home.

Saturday 8th June
All good things must come to an end! Competitors are free to transfer to
the airport on Saturday for return flights, or to begin their well deserved

holiday. For those staying in country, we suggest booking with a local tour
company – please get in touch for recommendations.

ITINERARY
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THE ROUTE
VIPAVA VALLEY,  
SOCA VALLEY, JULIAN ALPS



COURSE MARKINGSTHE ROUTE
The course route will be marked at approximately 40m intervals using 
coloured flags, ribbons, laminated arrows and reflective tape, depending on 
terrain.

Areas where competitors are likely to be running in darkness will be 
illuminated with glow sticks or reflective tape and are likely to have course 
marshals stationed more frequently.

For those that use GPS watches, the GPX files for each day of the race will be 
shared with competitors closer to the race date.

There are checkpoints approximately every 10km. If temperatures are 
unusually high, checkpoints may be stationed more frequently.

The race organisers create each stage to take in the most beautiful and 
challenging aspects of Vipava Valley, Soča Valley, the Julian Alps, and the 
surrounding areas.

Competitors follow the countryside paths through the vineyards of Vipava 
Valley, the rocky single-track trails of the Soča Valley, and the mountain 
passes of the Julian Alps.

The route may change slightly with each edition of the World 
Championships depending on the weather and other varying factors. Final 
GPX files will be provided to runners before the race.
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STAGE 2STAGE 1
Day two is a looped route. Stage two also starts in Ajdovščina, this time heading 
north out of town towards the northern mountains seen from a distance on stage 
one. On the way, runners pass the mighty Hubelj spring, which supplies drinking 

water to the residents of Ajdovščina, and ascend onto a famous plateau called 
Angel’s Mountain.

From here, a breathtaking single-track ridge trail leads runners west, past Otliško 
Okno, a natural rock window and popular attraction for hikers. Competitors will 
ascend Mt.Čaven and Mt.Kucelj of the Goriško mountain range, with yet more 

staggering views of the Adriatic Sea to the south, the Julian Alps to the north, and 
the Dolomites to the west.

After Mt. Kucelj, runners turn back towards Ajdovščina, with a sharp descent 
down to the lower southwestern section of Vipava Valley. A series of scenic and 
smooth trails give runners a chance to open up the legs for a flat and fast finish 

back towards the campsite in Ajdovščina.

Day one is a looped route. Stage one starts in the city of Ajdovščina, located 
in the heart of the luscious green winegrowing lands of Vipava Valley, in 
western Slovenia. Ajdovščina has a rich historical background and was an 
important stronghold in the late Roman Empire defense system, Claustra 

Alpium Iluiarum.

The race begins in the center of the stronghold, in the old Roman square.
The course is a looped route that takes competitors west from Ajdovščina, 
past Vipavski Križ, the smallest city of the late Austro-Hungarian empire, 

famed for its 17th century Capuchin monastery.

The route then turns south towards the southern slopes of Vipava Valley. 
Runners will ascend a chain of undulating hills onto a high ridge, which 

offers spectacular views of the northern mountains. The route then passes 
through a series of quaint vineyards and villages on the way to Vipava, 
before heading north again through the valley back towards Ajdovščina.
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STAGE 4STAGE 3
Day four is a looped route. The first day in the Alps! Competitors will head 

south to the Kolovrat ridge on the Walk of Peace trail, named to commemorate 
one of World War I’s bloodiest frontlines. Soča Valley was the location of the 

biggest mountain battle in human history, fought between the Austro-Hungarian 
empire and the Kingdom of Italy. By running on the path of peace, competitors 

contribute to promoting peace and equality in the world.

From Kolovrat, the route offers astounding views of the legendary Julian Alps, 
named after Roman Emperor Julius Cesar, including the tallest summit among 

the range, Mt.Triglav, which sits at 2,864m.

After descending the Kolovrat ridge, runners pass Kobarid, the site of World 
War I’s Eleventh Battle of the Isonzo, famously written about in the Ernest 

Hemingway novel, A Farewell to Arms. After leaving Kobarid, the route follows 
the emerald green waters of the Soča River back towards Tolmin.

Day three is a looped route. Stage three is the famous long stage! This is the day 
that will make or break a runner’s race. Competitors travel from Ajdovščina to 

Tolmin, heading back onto Angel’s Mountain for a short time, before turning north 
into the dark Trnovo Forest.

Runners will pass under Mt.Golak, the highest mountain in the area, and continue 
past the Big Ice Cave at Paradana. This natural karst phenomena is known 

worldwide for its eternal ice, which was once transported to the vessels at Trieste 
Port, to freeze the food being shipped from Europe to Egypt.

From the Ice Cave, the course continues along the Čepovan Valley and ascends 
the Široko ridge, putting competitors on the gateway to the Alps. Following another 
breathtaking ridge trail, the runners eventually descend to the Soča River, one of 

the most beautiful rivers in Europe. With its emerald green water and rich history, 
it is considered a homeland for outdoor enthusiasts.
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STAGE 5
Day five is a looped route. On the final day of the World Championships, 

competitors run through Triglav National Park, one of the largest protected 
and unspoiled areas in Europe. The route heads north on the slopes of Mt.Krn, 

towards the mountains of Pertovč and Mederje. Runners will travel past 
several small pastoral cottages, still inhabited by those that live in this wild 

and romantic alpine setting.

Descending Mederje mountain, there is a chance to admire the wild panoramas 
of the Bohinj mountain ridge to the north. Competitors will pass the Memorial 
Church of the Holy Spirit on the Javorca plateau, a multi-religious chapel built 
during World War I for the multi-national Austro-Hungarian soldiers, and a 

true artistic masterpiece.

The route then leads back towards Tolmin, through the spectacular Tolmin 
gorge and over the famous river crossing which marks the end of the Ultra X 

World Championships. The question is – who will get there quickest?
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KIT CHECKS SLEEPING
The living accommodation consists of tents shared by up to six competitors. 
Participants must provide their own roll mats and sleeping bags.

Competitors will be allocated tents at random by gender, unless specifically requested 
to share. Tent partners often become close friends and support each other throughout 
the race. There is no doubt that one of the best things about multi-stage ultra 
marathons are the lifelong friendships forged along the way.

Although competitors must carry essential safety equipment (such as water bottles, 
daily nutrition, etc) in their running packs, their race holdall (containing sleeping 
equipment, clothing, meals etc) is transported between each campsite by the 
organisers.

This is the process by which the race organisers will ensure participants 
have the mandatory kit and are carrying the correct number of calories. 

Kit checks will take place the day before the race (Sunday 5th June) in 
Ajdovščina. Any participants caught throwing away equipment or food after 
this process will be penalised.

To make scrutineering more efficient, each food item must be labelled with 
the number of calories it contains. Food parcels which have been assembled 
by the participant must have a sticker estimating their calorie content. In line 
with our Sustainability Policy, participants must also label all packaging with 
their bib number. Any packaging found littered will put the corresponding 
participant at risk of disqualification.

https://ultra-x.co/our-sustainability-policy/
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NUTRITION & 
HYDRATION

One of the most important aspects of preparing for any Ultra X race is 
calculating personal nutrition and hydration requirements. Participants want 

to bring enough to be fully fueled but not so much that they are carrying 
unnecessary weight.

Participants will also want to bring electrolyte solutions. Drinking water alone 
will not be sufficient to stay properly hydrated during a multi-stage ultra 

marathon event. 

It is useful to contact runners who have experience in multi-day racing, as 
they will have expertise in this area. Participants will be invited to join the 
Ultra X Competitors Facebook Group upon registering for the race, where 
they can contact members of our friendly and experienced community.

Competitors will need to be self-sufficient (supply their own food) from the 
evening of Sunday 2nd June to Friday 7th June. The campsites are close to 
towns though and as such there are options for competitors to eat locally or 
use a supermarket. Competitors must return to the campsite each evening to 
sleep. We highly recommend bringing dehydrated or freeze dried food that 

can be easily rehydrated with hot water, which is supplied at the campsite in 
the morning and evening. 

We recommend Base Camp Food as a good website from which to source a 
variety of different camping meals. For a 5% discount on any food products 

use the following link and enter the discount code UltraX5 at checkout.

Participants are required by race rules to bring a minimum of 2,000 
calories per day for each day of the race. Participants must also carry 800 
calories of emergency fuel each day, which must only be consumed in an 

emergency situation.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1862535173769218/


FOOD & 
COOKING

There is no cooking with gas allowed 
during Ultra X events. For food, the 

organisers will provide hot water with 
which participants can rehydrate their 
dehydrated meals. Hot water will be 

available at camp two hours before the 
scheduled race start each day and after 

the finish each day.
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Exact cut-offs will be communicated 
to competitors before each stage of the 
race. Participants must have departed 

the checkpoint before the cut-off time, or 
they will not be allowed to continue

However, we want everyone to finish 
the race whilst enjoying the scenery. We 
therefore have generous time allowances 

of 2.5 hours for every 10km.

CUT-OFFS 

IV’S
If it is deemed necessary by the race 
doctors for a participant to have an 

IV, a time penalty of 1.5 hours will be 
given on each occasion. If a participant 
contests the IV and the doctor deems 

them to be at risk, they may have to be 
pulled from the race.

To avoid this situation, we advise the 
regular consumption of electrolytes and 
to avoid drinking excessive amounts of 

pure water when out on the course.

DROP OUTS
This is an extreme event and voluntary 

or imposed withdrawal does happen. This 
is taken seriously and handled with great 

respect by the race organisation.

Participants may withdraw from the 
event at any time. We request that any 

competitor who wishes to stop their race 
informs the organisation and hands in 
their bib number to a race marshal.

Should a participant retire or be 
withdrawn from the event, all additional 

costs incurred (accommodation, transfers, 
food, etc) must be covered by the 

participant.

Withdrawal or being withdrawn from 
the race will not automatically allow the 
participant to become part of the crew. 
The participant will only be allowed to 
join crew members at checkpoints with 

permission from the Race Director.



BAGS & RACE 
HOLDALLS

Participants are allowed three bags for the week: 

Main travel bag (25kg): This main travel bag will be deposited at 
the race hotel on Sunday 2nd June and will contain any clothing 

and travel items that are not required during the race. This bag will 
then be transported by the organisers to the finish line in Tolmin. 

Competitors will not have access to this travel bag until finishing the 
race on Friday afternoon.

Race holdall (14kg): This will be transported between race villages 
by the organisers and should contain everything required for the 
entirety of the race. Participants will have access to their race 

holdalls in the campsite after each stage. It must be a waterproof 
holdall bag and must not exceed 14kg. Holdalls weighing more than 

14kg will not be transported between race villages. They will be 
weighed. Any items which are attached to the outside of the bag or 

sticking out will not be transported.

Running pack: This is the bag participants will carry each day whilst 
running. Running packs must fit inside the 14kg race holdall and 

must be large enough to carry the mandatory items on the kit list.
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EQUIPMENT

SUITABLE 
FOOTWEAR

ANIMALS

CLOTHING

CLIMATE

A comprehensive Kit List will be 
issued to participants upon registration. 

This will contain all mandatory and 
recommended kit and equipment.

Well in advance of the race, participants 
will need to decide on the right footwear.

The heat and friction produced whilst 
running not only puts shoes under 

extreme stress, it also causes feet to 
swell. As is good practice before any 
race, participants should ensure their 

shoes are sufficiently worn in. The same 
can be said for all kit and equipment – it 
must be comfortable over long distances.

The course is split between technical and 
hard trail with some sections of shale. 

Trail shoes are recommended.

Animals are a very low safety risk 
in the Vipava and Soča Valleys but 

some are more dangerous than others. 
Brown bears and snakes live in the 
area but will almost always avoid 

humans when possible.

What a participant chooses to run in 
is up to them. We recommend trying 

different options to find out what is most 
comfortable over long distances. Many 
of our competitors choose to wear the 

same outfit every day as their ‘go-to’ kit, 
but others like to alternate.

As the race organisers transfer a bag 
between race villages, participants 

have the luxury of being able to bring 
a change of clothes for the week, and 

something to keep warm in the evenings 
when the temperature may drop slightly.

June temperatures in this region are 
generally hot. Daytime temperatures 
average around 22°C. However, it can 
range from 16-26°C, with temperatures 

dropping at night. As such, it is important 
that competitors have equipment that 
prepares them for different conditions.

https://ultra-x.co/ultra-x-world-championships-2022-kit-list/
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INSURANCE
Personal insurance that covers ultra 
marathon trail running is required to 

participate in this event. If a participant 
does not have sufficient insurance, they 

will not be allowed to race.

Company insurance is included in 
the entry fee. However, the overall 

cost of the event for the individual is 
significant. We require participants 

to be covered in case of cancellations 
before, or injury during, the event.

Proof of adequate insurance must be 
submitted via the MyEvents portal on 
Active.com no later than two months 

before the event. A personal link will be 
sent to participants upon registration.

There are several insurance companies 
that offer ultra marathon trail running 

cover. We recommend:

Dogtag
ITRA Insurance 

The British Mountaineering Council

SAFETY
Although not mandatory, it’s always 

a good idea to consult a doctor before 
taking part in extreme endurance 
challenges and to discuss vaccines 
and medication before travelling.

https://myevents.active.com/


RACE RULES
No. No.Rule Rule

1.

2. 
 
 

3. 

4.

5.

6.

7. 

8. 
 

9. 

10.

11. 
 
 
 

12. 
 
 

13.

14. 

15.

16. 
 
 
 
 
 

17.

18.

There will be no unofficial runners (i.e pacers).     

Runners must be completely aware of the length and specificity of the 
event and be prepared for it. It is the runners’ responsibility to stay up 
to date with the event information as it is emailed to competitors and 
published on the event webpage. 

Each runner’s bib number must be worn on the front of the body and must 
be easily visible at all times.   

Runners must always follow the marked trail/ course.  

Each runner must complete the entire course under their own power. 

Runners may not store supplies of any kind along the trail. E.g drop bag 

Each runner must be checked IN to all aid stations. You will be disqualified 
if your time is not registered at every aid station. 

Cut-off times will be strictly enforced. Runners leaving any aid station 
after the cut off will not be listed as official finishers and will not be 
eligible for awards. 

Injection of PEDs or Fluids/ IVs by non-official race medical personnel will 
result in disqualification. 

Littering of any kind will result in immediate disqualification. Please 
respect the natural beauty of our trails and the right of everyone to enjoy 
them. Littering will threaten our use of the trails and the future of the race. 

Any runner who is unable to finish the race must personally inform the aid 
station captain of the nearest checkpoint of their decision to withdraw. This 
serves as official notice of a runner’s withdrawal from the race. Runners who 
leave the course without turning in their number will be classified as “lost,” 
initiating search and rescue. 

Runners are responsible for the actions of any supporters. If your supporters 
are deemed to have broken any of the runner race rules the runner will be 
held accountable. Your supporters act on YOUR behalf and based on YOUR 
instructions. 

Runners must carry with them AT ALL TIMES the mandatory equipment required. 

There will be mandatory kit checks at the start, on route, or at the finish. 
Failure to comply with the kit checks will result in disqualification. 

Runners are not to be accompanied by dogs at any time whilst on course. 

Any athlete who has been determined to have violated anti-doping rules at any 
time - through IAAF, the World Anti-Doping Agency, UK Anti Doping or any 
other National Sports Federation is ineligible for entry into any of our events. 
We reserve the right to conduct pre and post-competition testing for any and all 
performance-enhancing drugs (PEDs) listed on the current WADA Prohibited 
List. Any athlete who refuses to submit to anti-doping controls, if selected for 
testing, shall be disqualified and subject to a lifetime ban from our events. 

Runners must not be crewed in any way at this event. 

Runners must at all times comply with any instruction given by race 
management, staff and volunteers. 

*All race rules above will be subject to Ultra X penalty and disqualification guidelines found in our Terms and Conditions here, Clause 22.



WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Included? Yes No

Race entry

Accommodation during the race (2nd-8th June)

Fully marked course

Medical staff on course and at all campsites

Osteopathy staff on course and at all campsites

Drinking water at checkpoints on course and hot water for preparing food at all campsites

Ground assistance and full safety support

Digital copies of all images from event photographer

UTMB® World Series Qualifier race (100K category)

Finisher’s medal

Flights

Accommodation before or after the race

Personal food, kit and equipment (see Kit List)

Comprehensive insurance (to cover cancellations, loss of items, injury etc)

Training costs

Spending money

Transport home for runners who are disqualified or withdraw early

https://ultra-x.co/ultra-x-world-championships-2022-kit-list/


THIS IS THE PINNACLE OF 
MULTI-STAGE RACING
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